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Let G =( U, V, E) be a bipartite graph with ( UI = 1 VI = n. The factor size of G, A is the maximum 
number of edge disjoint perfect matchings in G. We characterize the complexity of counting the 
number of perfect matchings in classes of graphs parameterized by factor size. We describe the simple 
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the algorithm suggested by Broder (1986) and analyzed by Jerrum and Sinclair (1988a, b). Compared 
to the algorithm by Jerrum and Sinclair (1988a, b), the simple algorithm achieves a polynomial speed 
up in the running time to compute tie permanent. A combinatorial lemma is used to prove that the 
simple algorithm runs in time n ‘(“if) Thus: (1) for all constants tl> 0, the simple algorithm runs in 
polynomial time for graphs with factor size at least an; (2) for some constant c, the simple algorithm 
is the fastest known approximation for graphs with factor size at least clogn. (Compare with the 
approximation algorithms described in Karmarkar et al. (1988).) 
We prove the following complementary hardness results. For functions f such that 
3 <f(n)< n - 3, the exact counting problem for f(n)-regular bipartite graphs is #P-complete. For 
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1. Introduction 
The permanent function has a long history, having been first introduced by Cauchy 
in 1812 in his celebrated memoir on determinants and almost simultaneously by 
Binet. More recently, several problems in the physical sciences as well as enumeration 
problems in combinatorics and linear algebra have been reduced to the computation 
of a permanent. Unfortunately, the fastest known algorithm for computing the 
permanent of an n x n matrix runs in O(n2”) time, [20]. Moreover, strong evidence for 
the apparent intractability of the problem was provided in Valiant [22] who showed 
that evaluating the permanent is #P-complete even when restricted to O/l matrices. 
This has led to the search fo (&,&-approximation algorithms, i.e. an algorithm, with 
input parameters E and 6, that with probability greater than l-6 outputs an 
approximation of the permanent with relative error less than E. We say the (&,a)- 
approximation algorithm is fully polynomial if its running time is polynomial in n, l/s 
and log l/6 [15]. 
In graph theoretic terms, evaluating the permanent of a O/l n x n matrix A is the 
same as counting the number of perfect matchings in the corresponding bipartite 
graph G = (U, V, E), where U and V are each sets of n nodes and E is the set of edges 
such that (Ui, Uj)EE if and only if Ai,j= 1. Broder [4] proposed the following (E, 6)- 
approximation algorithm for estimating the number of perfect matchings in dense 
graphs G (G is dense if every vertex has degree at least n/2): Let A$ be the set of 
matchings of size k in G and let A$ = A&‘~ u A& _ 1. Estimating (~8%‘~ 1 is efficiently reduced 
to estimating for k = 2, . . . , n the ratio 1~2’~ (/I A, _ 1 (, which is further efficiently reduced 
to estimating I.A!Z~/IA_ 1 I. Define the graph H, on vertex set Jv;, (perfect and almost 
perfect matchings) by connecting any two such matchings if a local modification 
(deleting and adding at most 1 edge) is sufficient to transform one into the other. A$ is 
uniformly sampled by simulating a random walk on H, and thus i~@‘~l/l&~_ 1 (can be 
estimated. However, the efficiency of the whole algorithm, which depends on the rate 
of convergence of the random walk on H,,, was left open (see [S, 181). For this 
latter problem Jerrum and Sinclair [11] obtained a bound by proving that 
for any dense graph G the graph H,, has magnification factor n(l/n”) (in fact [12] 
shows magnification Q(( IAnI/ NH 1)‘) for any graph G), which implies a fully poly- 
nomial (s,6)-approximation algorithm for the permanent of dense bipartite graphs. 
However, the problem of estimating the permanent for all bipartite graphs is still 
open. 
First we introduce and analyze a natural simplification of the original algorithm 
suggested in [4] and analyzed in [ll, 121 that we call the simple algorithm. For all 
k=2,..., n let Hk on node set Jt; be defined analogously to how H,, is defined on Nn. 
We show that for all k=2, . . . , n, the magnification of Hk is !A(( ~AQ’~I/IN~I)~). Therefore, 
in the case where IA& and IA’& are polynomially related, a random walk on 
Hk converges to the uniform distribution on A$ in polynomial time and gives us 
a straightforward and direct method for estimating the ratio IA$l/lA~_ 1 I. The simple 
algorithm estimates these ratios for all k and multiplies together the results. By 
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directly estimating the ratios 1 Jifk\/lAk_ 1 ( the simple algorithm achieves an 
O(n~min(~~&-~~/~_dt’,,\, [El)) improvement on the running time to estimate I&$, over 
the algorithm in [I 1, 121. Thus, for example, for dense graphs the simple algorithm 
achieves an 0(n3) improvement on the running time. 
We apply the simple algorithm to the problem of counting perfect matchings in 
classes of bipartite graphs parameterized by factor size. The factor size of G, f, is the 
maximum number of edge disjoint perfect matchings in G. Using network flow 
techniques, f can be computed from G in polynomial time. We show that 
) A!, _ 1 I /I A?%‘,, 1 d r~~“‘~. This theorem provides an a priori upper bound on the running 
time of the simple algorithm in terms of factor size that is computable in polynomial 
time; the running time of the simple algorithm on input G is polynomial in nnif, l/~ and 
log l/6. In particular, the simple algorithm is a fully polynomial (E, i5)-approximation 
algorithm for every large factor class of bipartite graphs, i.e. if there is a constant CI > 0 
such that all graphs in the class have factor size at least an. If a graph has an an factor 
then every vertex has degree at least rxn, but not necessarily vice versa. In contrast to 
the behavior of the simple algorithm on a large factor class, Broder [4] shows that, for 
all a < l/2, I_&&_ 1 I/\Jz?~[ is exponential in n for the class of graphs with minimum 
vertex degree ctn, and thus the simple algorithm does not run in polynomial time on 
this class of graphs. 
The paper of Karmarkar et al. [ 141 describes an (E, b)-approximation algorithm for 
all bipartite graphs that has running time poIy(n).2”“. l/s. log l/6 where poly(n) is 
a function that grows polynomially with n. For some constant c > 0, the upper bound 
on the running time of the simple algorithm is better than that for the algorithm in 
[14] for all bipartite graphs with factor size at least clogn. 
On the negative side, we show the following. Let c( < 1 be any constant and let f be 
a function such that 3 <f (n)<n-3. For a variety of functionsf; counting the exact 
number of perfect matchings for f(n)-regular bipartite graphs is #P-complete. (A 
f-regular graph has factor size exactly f.) We say that a class of bipartite graphs is 
approximation complete for the permanent if an (8, @-approximation algorithm for the 
class implies an (a, @-approximation algorithm for all bipartite graphs. Let c1< 1 be 
any constant and let f be any function such that 3 <f(n) < n1 -‘. The reductions are 
parsimonious in the sense that they also prove that the class off (n)-regular bipartite 
graphs is approximation complete for the permanent. 
2. Preliminaries 
This section presents a brief overview of previous work and sets up a context for our 
results. Let G = (V, E), I VI = 2n, be an undirected graph, let J& be the set of matchings 
of size k in G and let JV~ = J& u JH~_ 1, kE[n]. Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 state that 
randomized approximate counting of A,, is efficiently reducible to almost uniform 
sampling of JV~, 2 < k < n. 
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Proposition 2.1 (Broder [4], Jerrum et al. [ 131). Suppose that for all k = 2, . . . , n there 
is a fully polynomial (E, S)-approximation algorithm for the ratios (J&~/J&~_ 1 I. Then, 
there is a fully polynomial (E, 6)-approximation algorithm for 1 dfjn (. 
Proof. Let Yk be the approximation of ) A%$ l/j ~4$_ I 1. The idea is to let the approxima- 
tion of ( J&~) be Y= nI: = I Y,. Let each Y, approximate (A%‘,, I// JZ%‘~ _ 1 1 with relative error 
s/2n, where E < 1. Then the relative error in the approximation of I&,,/ by Y is 
(1 + s/2n)” < 1 + E. By assumption, for k=2, . . . . n there exist a polynomial 
pk(n, l/s, log l/6) such that the (a, @-approximation algorithm for I~~l/l.&%‘~_ 1 ) runs in 
time pJn, l/e, log l/6). It follows that the (E, b)-approximation algorithm for 1 ,A$ I has 
running time xi= 2 pk(n, 2n/s, log l/6). 0 
A fully polynomial <-sampling scheme for Ju;, is an algorithm that runs in time 
polynomial in n and log l/i and outputs MENU according to a probability distribu- 
tion z on Nk that satisfies: 
Let Mo,M1, . . . be the output of a [-sampling scheme for JV~. Let Ye, Y,, . . . be 
independent and identically distributed O-l valued random variables where yi= 1 if 
and only if MiEJ*, and where _&‘* = &k _ 1, if 1 Mk _ 1 I < 1 A$ I and A* = && otherwise. 
Define Y=l/N(Cr=, x) and ~=min(I~~_lI/I~~J,I~~)/I~~)). 
Proposition 2.2 is a strong version of the well known Zero-One Estimator 
Theorem (e.g. see [23]). 
Proposition 2.2 (Broder [4], Jerrum et al. [13]). Suppose that for all k = 2, . . . , n there 
is a fully polynomial [-sampling scheme for A$. When N = c. I/E’. 11,~. log l/6, for 
some c > 0, and [ < ~,a/3 then Y is an (E, 6)-approximation of ,LL 
Let A denote the symmetric difference of two sets. 
Definition 2.3. The (k, k - 1)-exchange graph Hk has vertex set Nk and there is an edge 
between MA, M&.,4$ if and only if: either Ma~dk, MBe&“‘- 1 and /MAdMel = 1, or 
MA,MB~~j_l and IMAAMel=2 (Hk is undirected). 
Definition 2.4. The Markov chain &Wk is a random walk on Hk where transitions 
between distinct states are taken with probability 1/(2(EI) and the self-loop probabil- 
ity of a state M is 1 -deg(M)/(2(EI), where deg(M) is the degree of M in Hk. 
It is easily verified that &%?k is ergodic, and because it is symmetric it converges to 
the uniform distribution over Nk. For this reason, we propose the simulation of&y 
as an &-sampling scheme for Nk. 
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We bound the rate of convergence of _&+Zk to the uniform distribution in terms of its 
magnification properties. For this we rely on the following proposition (similar results 
have been obtained in [2, 3, 61): 
Proposition 2.5 (Sinclair and Jerrum [21]). For a time reversible, ergodic Markov 
chain (Xl)fa3,0 OPI LI Jinite state space JV with transition matrix P=( Pij)i,jo.v and 
stationary distribution z 
max max Pr(X,ES)- C z(i) d 
(1 - @(H)Z/S) 
XQS”4^ SC,K is.7 minis_+.71i 
where X0 is the initial state of the Markov chain and where @i(H) is the conductance of 
the underlying graph H and is defined as follows: 
Proposition 2.6 (see [17, Exercise 8.5.101) is given below for the sake of 
completeness. 
Proposition 2.6 (Lo&z, Plummer [17]). For all k=l, . . ..II. lN,l/[&$l<lN~l/l~~l. 
Proof. It is equivalent to show that 1 An 1. I Ak _ I I d ) An _ 1 1.1 A$ (. Let A denote the 
symmetric difference of two sets. For each pair MA~_&$_ 1, MB~&‘& it is the case that 
M, AM, can be viewed as n-k + 1 vertex disjoint augmenting paths for MA, which 
defines a mapping into n-k + 1 distinct pairs MAT~Ak, Ms,~J&_ 1. Moreover, for 
each pair MA,~~kr MB,~~n_l, there is at most one pair MA~~k_l, MB~J& which 
maps into the pair MA’, MB!. Consequently, the stronger result 
IJ%e,I~I~~-lI~lJ%ln-l(~I~~I/(n-k+l) holds. 0 
3. The magnification of the (k, k - l)-exchange graph 
InTheorem 3.4,for .&%$ weshow that ~(Hk)=sZ(l/(El~l~~I/(JITkl.l~~_~~/l~~_~). 
In Section 4 we use the lower bound on the conductance of Hk to analyze the time 
complexity of the simple (a 6)-approximation algorithm for the permanent. 
Definition 3.1. For a graph G=( V, E) the magnijication factor of G is: mine c s c V 
IC(S)(lVl/lSlSl, where C(S)={(u,z+E: UPS, UES). 
This is the edge-cutset analogue to the usual notion of magnification and it is the 
natural quantity to consider in the context of this paper. In this section we obtain 
a lower bound for the magnification of the (k, k- 1)-exchange graph Hk. 
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Definition 3.2. For MA, MegNk, MAAMB is a set of vertex disjoint alternating even 
length cycles, even length segments and odd length segments. We say an odd length 
alternating segment is MA-augmenting (M,-deaugmenting) if the first edge in the 
segment is not in MA (in n/r,). To $x an alternating even length cycle or segment, or 
alternating odd length segment, with respect to MA, we take the symmetric difference 
of the cycle or segment with MA. 
Lemma 3.3 proves a lower bound for the magnification factor of Elk. The proof uses 
the idea in [l 1] of constructing paths in the underlying graph of the Markov chain 
between all pairs of states and encoding the paths that go through an edge by an 
element of the state space. This gives an upper bound on the number of paths that go 
through an edge in the underlying graph and therefore it also gives a lower bound on 
the size of the cut set C(S), for S any subset of the state space. From this and Definition 
3.1, a lower bound on the magnification follows. 
Lemma 3.3. The magnification factor of the (k, k - l)-exchange graph Hk is bounded by 
Proof. Let SC Yqk. We construct paths in Hk between all pairs MAE&k-1 and 
MeEJlk, and prove that for each edge in Hk the expected number of these paths that 
go through the edge is O((~~_,U~~_,()=~((~~_,(). Therefore there exists a way 
of choosing paths between Sn L&+ 1 and Sn JZk such that 0( I_&&- 2 u J&_ r I I C(S)l) of 
these go through C(S). On the other hand, without loss of generality, we may 
aSSUm! that ISn~k_,l/lSl~l~~_~l/l~kl and hence Isn,~kI/IsI~I~kI/(Jlrk/. 
Therefore, at least ISIisiI~~II~~_1)/)~~k(2 paths between SnJ&_l and SnAk go 
through C(S). Thus, IC(S)l=n((S(lSI/IJl~l~kl/~~kl,~~k_~l/~”~~_~~) and the 
theorem follows. 
We begin by giving the construction of the paths. Let M*EJ&_ 1 and MBEdk. Let 
MABe.& be the matching obtained by fixing all the odd length segments contained in 
the set M,AM, with respect to MA (equivalently, by fixing all the even length cycles 
and segments in MAAMB with respect to MB). We order all cycles and even length 
segments in MA A MB lexicographically. Let Se, . . . , SI be a random ordering of the set 
of MA-augmenting odd length segments in MAAM*. Similarly, let S;, .., S; be 
a random ordering of the set of M,-deaugmenting odd length segments in MAAMB. 
(The number of MA-augmenting segments is one more than the number of MA- 
deaugmenting segments since M,E~‘~_, and MBgC4$.) The path in Hk from MA to 
MB is defined as follows: Start by fixing So and then, for i = 1, . ,I, first fix S: and then 
fix Si, all with respect to MA. At this point the path has reached the matching MAB. 
The rest of the path to MB consists of fixing the even length cycles and segments with 
respect to the current matching in lexicographical order. 
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Remark. The “fixing” of an even length alternating cycle, segment or odd length 
segment P with respect to MEH~ defines a path in Hk as follows: Let 
P={elJi, . . . , e,,f,} be an even length alternating cycle or segment in ME Hk such 
that e, 4 M, and in case P is a cycle, fi is adjacent to the lexicographically first vertex in 
the cycle. Fixing P with respect to M defines a path in Hk through the matchings 
Mo,Ml, . . . . M4 defined as follows: MO = M, M4 = MAP and (1) if P is an even length 
segment then q=p and for i=l,..., p,MiAMi_l={ei,fi); (2) if P is a cycle then 
q=p+l, M1AMo={fi),for i=2,...,p, MiAMi_1={ei,fi},and Mp+lAMp={el}. If 
P= {fi,ez,fi, . . . . e,,f,} is an odd length alternating segment which is M-deaugment- 
ing, i.e. ~,EM, then the fixing of P in M defines a path in Hk through the matchings 
M,, . ..> M,definedasfollows:M,=M,M,=MAP,M,AM,={f,},andfori=2,...,p, 
MiAMi-l={ei,fi>. If P=(el,fi ,... , ep_ l,fp_ 1, e,} is an odd length alternating seg- 
ment which is M-augmenting, i.e. e1 $M, then the fixing of P in M defines a path in 
Hk through the matchings MO,. . . , Mp defined as follows: M,, = M, M,= MAP, for 
i=l ,...,p-1, MiAMi_l={ei,fi},and M,AM,_,={e,).(That the setsofmatchings 
M 0, ..., M4 defined above do indeed form a path in Hk follows from Definition 2.3.) 
Remark. For the remainder of the proof, a path in Hk between a pair of matchings 
MAeAkmI and Me~Ak refers to a path constructed as above. 
We show that the expected number of the paths between matchings in .Hk_ 1 and 
J& that go through an edge t=(M,,M,) in Hk is bounded by O(IJ&~UJ%‘~_,J). 
Assume t occurs in the path from MA~Ak _ 1 to MBeAk. There are two cases to 
consider: (1) t occurs in the segment of the path going from MAB to MB; (2) t occurs in 
the segment of the path going from MA to MAB. Let M, = ( Ml u M2) A( MA A MB). 
Case I: If t =(Ml, M2) occurs at the start or end of the fixing of a cycle, then 
M1eA$ or M,EJ&, and it is straightforward to show that Mt~~k_ZuJk_l, and 
moreover, MA and MB can be uniquely determined from t together with M,. If t occurs 
in a cycle but neither at the start nor the end, then Ml, M2~Ak_ 1, and in Ml v Mz the 
degree of the lexicographically first vertex of the cycle is 0 and consequently in M1 this 
vertex has degree 2. All other vertices have degree 0 or 1 in M,. Letting e be the edge in 
MA incident with the lexicographically first vertex, we have in this case M,- eEJk_2 
and together with t, this uniquely determines the pair MA and MB. If t occurs in the 
fixing of an even length segment, then it is straightforward to show that Mf~Jl;ek_2, 
and once again, MA and MB can be uniquely determined from t together with M,. This 
proves that if the transition t occurs in the segment of the path from MAB to MB then 
M,EA&_~ u_A$- 1 and also, that M, together with t uniquely specify the pair 
MA~A’_l and MB~A!$. Thus, at most 0(~~k_1u_&2~) of the paths between 
matchings MA~A!k-l and MB~Ak contain t in the segment going from MAB to Ms. 
Case 2: t occurs in the fixing of an odd length segment of the path going from MA to 
MAB. In this case, M,GA~$_ 1. Assume there exists another path in Hk, say from Ma to 
Mb, that contains t in the fixing of an odd length segment from ML to ML, and that 
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determines the same Mt. This requires that MaAM;= MAAMB. We prove that the 
number of such paths is bounded by 1!(1+ l)! where 1+ 1 is the number of ML- 
augmenting odd length segments and 1 is the number of Ma-deaugmenting odd length 
segments in MkAMb. But each of these paths is chosen with probability 1/((1+ 1)!1!) 
according to the random ordering given to the 1 and I+ 1 deaugmenting and augment- 
ing segments, and so the expected number of paths throughout t when n/i is specified 
is 1. However, Mt~~k_l, and so the expected number of paths between _&$._i and 
J$ matchings that go through t, when t occurs in the fixing of an odd length segment, 
is l&k_1(. 
From t=(M,,M,) and M,=(MluM2)A(M,AMB) we can determine the odd 
length segment in h/r, AM,, say P, whose fixing, in the path from MA to MB in Hk, 
contains the edge t. Construct the matching M’ satisfying M’\(M’n P)= M,\(M,n P) 
and, M’ n P = MA n P if P is M,-deaugmenting and M’ n P = MB n P if P is MA- 
augmenting (M’ is a k matching). Intuitively, if t occurs in the fixing of an odd length 
segment that is M,-deaugmenting, then M’ is the matching “just before” fixing the odd 
length segment, and if t occurs in the fixing of an odd length segment which is Ml- 
augmenting, then M’ is the matching “just after” fixing the odd length segment. 
We make the following observations: (1) all the MA-augmenting segments (MA- 
deaugmenting) fixed by the path going from MA to M’ are now M’-deaugmenting 
segmets (M’-augmenting), and all the Mad-augmenting segments (M,-deaugmenting) 
to be fixed by the path going from M’ to MAB remain M’-augmenting (M’- 
deaugmenting); (2) t and M, uniquely determine M’ (obvious from its construction), 
and conversely (as can be easily verified) t, P and M’ uniquely determine M,. From the 
second observation it follows that any other path through t that determines the same 
M’ and P must fix the same set of odd length segments as the path from MA to Ms. It 
then follows from the first observation that we can partition the set of odd length 
segmets in M,AMs into 1 M’-augmenting segments and I+ 1 M’-deaugmenting 
segments such that all paths through t that specify the same M, must start by 
alternately fixing M’-augmenting and M’-deaugmenting segments (starting with an 
M’-deaugmenting segment) until M’ is reached, then fixing P, and finally alternately 
fixing M’-augmenting and M’-deaugmenting segments (starting with an M’-augment- 
ing segment) until Mas is reached. A simple counting argument shows that there are 
only 1!(1+ i)! such paths. 
The above results imply that the expected number of paths that go through an edge 
tin Hk is O(J~?“_~u&_il), as claimed. 0 
We propose the Markov chain JP&?~ of Definition 2.4 as a sampling scheme for JG. 
It is straightforward to verify that Lemma 3.3 implies Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 3.4. The conductance of ./ZGYZ~ is bounded by 
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Remark. For k= H, Jerrum and Sinclair [ll] obtained the same bound on the 
conductance. Probabilistic arguments imilar to those used in the proof of Lemma 3.3 
are used in [19] in studying the magnification properties of O-l polytopes. 
4. An (E, d)-approximation algorithm for the permanent 
We show how the results of Sections 2 and 3 can be combined to yield an 
(s,h)-approximation algorithm for the permanent hat is fully polynomial provided 
the ratio 1 A& 1 \/\d$l is polynomially bounded. The construction of the algorithm 
and its analysis is divided into the following three steps. 
Step A: A i-sampling scheme for JK~. 
We use the lower bound on the conductance of ,R;ewk given by Theorem 3.4 and 
the bound on the rate of convergence of A$‘%~ given in Proposition 2.5 to prove that 
A!Vk is a fully polynomial i-sampling scheme when ]A”_ I j/1&.1 is polynomially 
bounded. Since the stationary distribution of A&‘%?~ is uniform, we have that 
min. tsd+.kZi = l/Mk > l/n!. Furthermore, using Proposition 2.6 the lower bound given in 
Theorem 3.5 can be expressed as 
From this and using Proposition 2.5 it is straightforward to show that after r steps, 
where 
z=fl 
( 
IEI 2 ‘A-1’4 ( 1 g +1ogc-1) ) .m’ n 0 n 
> 
the Markov chain A$%‘~ is a c-sampling scheme. Thus, when 1 J,,_ 1 j/l &!,,I is poly- 
nomially bounded, the sampling scheme is fully polynomial. 
Step B: An (&‘,6)-approximation of ~J&-~~/~&~, where .z’=&/2n. 
From Proposition 2.2, the stated approximation requires Nk calls to a [-sampling 
scheme of Jv;, where 
1 1 
.-. 
Nk = c (E,2n)Z 1% j’ max 
and 
Using Proposition 2.6, an upper bound on Nk is given by N where 
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c’ some constant. and 
Step C: Running time of algorithm. 
Using the results given in steps A and B together with Proposition 2.1, the running 
time of the algorithm is given by 
i zN,dsN(n- 1). 
k=2 
Remark. Jerrum and Sinclair, [ll, 121 present two distinct (~,a)-approximation 
algorithms for the permanent problem. The first algorithm was originally proposed in 
[4], and subsequently the running time is analyzed in [ll, 123. The difference between 
the algorithm presented here and the one in [4, 11, 121 is in the sampling scheme used 
for ..&“k for k<n. In particular, simulating &Wk rather than reducing the problem to 
sampling Nn in a modified graph achieves a natural simplification of the algorithm, as 
well as a speedup in the running time. Broder [4] and Jerrum and Sinclair [ll, 121 
show that for any bipartite graph G on n vertices and any 1 d kdn, the ratio 
j&k- 1 j/jA$~ can be obtained by sampling the space of perfect and almost perfect 
matchings in a modified bipartite graph, Gk on n + k nodes. Specifically, for 1 <k < n, 
they show a many-to-one reduction from the set of perfect and almost perfect 
matchings Of Gk, ~(Gk)=~“+k(Gk)U~“+k-l (G,), t0 the Set x’=(2k+1)c&kU 
A?‘,,-k+ 1 u(k+ 1)2A!‘n_k_ 1, where .&!_ 1 is defined to be the empty set. It follows that 
a uniform generator for elements of &h’(Gk) can be viewed as a uniform generator of 
A”‘. In a fashion similar to the analysis of the running time of the simple algorithm 
presented in this section, the running time of the algorithm of [4, 11, 121 can be 
considered to arise from two contributions. The first comes from the time required for 
the random walk on ,V(G,) to yield a c-sampling scheme. An analysis identical to the 
one presented in step A of this section shows that the minimum number of steps r for 
which the Markov chain of [4, 11, 121 is a S-sampling scheme for all k is 
I~n+k-1(Gk)i4 
(lEl+2k2)2. ,Jn+k(Gk),4 .(nlogn+logi-‘) 1 
However, Broder [4] shows that 
and we need to find an upper bound for all k on the product of this term with 
(IEl+2k ) 2 1/2 in order to obtain a value for r. Using Proposition 2.6 one can show that 
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the dominant term in the expression for 
IJG+,- I( 
IJtl+k(Gk)l 
is 
Thus it suffices to have an upper bound for all k on the product of this term with 
(IEl+2k ) * ‘I* in order to obtain a value for T. However, Jerrum and Sinclair do not 
give this bound. 
The second contribution to the running time comes from the number Nk of calls to 
a i-sampling scheme of Jlr’ that is required to obtain an (E’, 6)-approximation of the 
ratio 1 An-k- 1 \/I AT’~_~~, where E’ = &/2n. By an argument similar to step B of this 
section, we get that 
1 1 IJlr’l IJlr’l .-. 4 = c te,2n12 log 2. max 
> (2k+1)J~~_kI’(k+1)21~~_k-11 ’ 
One can show that an upper bound on Nk is given by N where 
Once again, we need an upper bound for all k on 
(k+ I)* IJh-k-11 -. 
2k+l IA$-kl ’ 
but this is not provided in [l 1, 121. 
The second (E, 6)-approximation algorithm presented in [ll, 121 for the permanent 
uses a Markov chain on the space of all matchings to generate matchings of a graph 
G uniformly. The estimate of the ratios IA& 1 l/j _A$1 requires observing the relative 
numbers of (k- l)- and k-matchings. Since these may be an exponentially small 
fraction of the size of the space of all matchings, weights are assigned to these 
matchings so that the probability of being at a size k- or (k- 1)-matching is at least 
l/(n + 1) and ) An / / (I E) . (n + 1) I An _ 1 I) respectively. In the simple algorithm presented 
in this paper, sampling of the space of (k - l)- and k-matchings is done directly via the 
Markov chain ACe,. Now, the probability of being at a size k- or (k- l)-matching is 
I J& l/l A$( and I A$ _ 1 l/l Mkl respectively. Using Propositions 2.2 and 2.6 one can 
readily conclude that the simple algorithm achieves an 0 (n . min( I A%‘~ _ 1 )/I Mn 1, IE I )) 
running time improvement over the latter algorithm of Jerrum and Sinclair. 
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5. Approximating the permanent of graphs with large factors 
Let 9:” be the set of bipartite graphs on 2n vertices that have factor size at least f: 
Definition 5.1. For every constant CI > 0, 9, = U,,> 1 2’$’ is a large factor class. 
The main result in this section, Theorem 5.2, states that if GE.~?, then every 
almost perfect matching has an augmenting path of length at most 6n/f to a perfect 
matching. Theorem 5.3 shows that the bound on the length of the minimum augment- 
ing path is tight: for infinitely many f and infinitely many n, there exists graphs in 
9”:” that contain minimum augmenting paths of length 6n/f (1-0(1/f)). 
By Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.4, IJ?‘~,_ 1 //[A%‘,, 1 $dnis. Proposition 5.5 shows 
that the factor size of G can be computed in polynomial time. Combining this, there is 
an easily computable upper bound on the running time of the simple algorithm. 
Furthermore, this upper bound is polynomial for any large factor class of bipartite 
graphs, and is the smallest easily computable upper bound for bipartite graphs that 
have factor size at least clog n for some small constant c > 0. 
Theorem 5.2. Let G=(U, V,E), IU(=l VI= , b n e a bipartite graph that has factor size 
at least f: Then, for every MEA&_ 1 there is an augmenting path to a perfect matching of 
length at most 6n/f: 
Proof. Let N(X) = ( y: (x, y@E, XEX} and let e(X, Y) be the number of edges in 
G with one endpoint in X and the other endpoint in Y. 
We first prove the theorem for f-regular bipartite graphs and then generalize to 
bipartite graphs that have factor size at least f: (Notice that G is f-regular if and only 
if the edges can be partitioned into exactly f edge disjoint perfect matchings.) Let 
MEA?‘,,_~ and let UEU, VE V be the unmatched vertices in M. We define 
{ Ui c V/I ie[n]} and {vi E V( ie[n]) as follows: U1 =N({v}) and V1 is the set of 
vertices matched to U1 in M. For all i> 1, Ui=N(Vi_ 1) and Vi is the set of vertices 
matched to Vi in M. It is straightforward to verify that for all i> 1, UE Ui implies that 
there exists an augmenting path for M of length at most 2i- 1. The heart of the proof 
(which we show below) is that for all i > 1, u$ Ui + 3 implies that ) Ui+ 3 - Ui ( af: From 
this fact and because ( U3 ( > 1 U2 I> ( U1 ( >,f, it follows that for all i 2 1, u$ Vi implies that 
(Uil>ri/3 lf: Therefore for i>3Ln/f J, UEU; and the theorem follows. 
Fix ial and assume u$Ui+3. Let Al=Ui+l-Ui, Az=Ui+2_Ui+l, A3= 
Ui+3- Ui+2, and similarly let B,=&+,--Vi, Bz=K+2-K+l, B3=K+3-Vi+2. 
Because UQ! Ui + 3, all vertices in Ui + 3 arematchedinMandthusIUiI=l,Kl,JAII=(B1(, 
IAz( = ( B21 and (A31 = ( B3(. Since G is f-regular, the total number of edges out 
of AZ is f IA2 (. We now count the edges out of AZ in a different way. By construction, 
no edge out of AZ goes into vi. Thus, the total number of edges out of A, is 
e(Az,B1)+e(A2,B2)+e(Az, V- K+2). We derive an upper bound on this quantity 
as follows. Clearly, e(Az, V- x+z)<e( Ui+z, V- K+Z) because A, _C Ui+z* But 
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e(Ui+2, V- V,+d=W- ui+2, KtZ) because G is f-regular. On the other hand, 
e(U - Ui+2, I/,+,)=e(A3, B,) by construction. From this we conclude that 
Using the upper bounds e(~~,~I)61~~ll~~I, 4~~,&)<l&ll&l and 
~~~~,~~~6l~~II~~I=I~2(IB3(, we get that fl~~lQI~~l(l~~I+I~~l+l~~l) and thus 
I”i+3-ui12.J 
Now consider the case when G has factor size at least f: Let F be the set of edges in 
the f edge disjoint perfect matchings and as before we let ME&& 1, u be the 
unmatched vertex in U and v be the unmatched vertex in V. Let G’ = (U, V, F u M). 
The only additional observation needed in the proof is the following. For any 
X c Lr - {u} let Y be the vertices matched to X in M. Then, with respect o the graph 
G’, e(X, V- Y)=e(U-X, Y). This is because for any e=(x,y)EM, either eeF in 
which case both x and y are of degree f in G’, or e$F and both x and y are of degree 
f+ 1 in G’. After this, the outline of the proof for the case when G is f-regular can be 
used to show that there is an augmenting path of length at most 6n/fin G’. Cl 
Theorem 5.3. For each of infinitely many values of f there are infinitely many values 
of n for which there exist GE_%‘? that contain minimum augmenting paths of length 
6nlf (1-0(1/f 1). 
Proof. Given any two positive integers j and k, f= 9j- 3 and n = 6jk + 18j+ 1, we 
construct f-regular bipartite graphs G =(U, V, E) on 2n vertices that contain min- 
imum augmenting paths of length 4k + 5 = 6(n - l)/( f + 3) - 7. 
For any X c U, Y c V, let G(X, Y) be the subgraph of G induced by X and Y. 
K3j,3j is the complete bipartite graph on 6j vertices, ~-FACTOR refers to some fixed 
3-factor of Ksj,sj and 3-EDGES refers to some fixed 3 edges in 3-FACTOR (it does not 
matter which 3-factor or which 3 edges from the 3-factor we choose). Partition U (V) 
into the disjoint sets U0,...,U2k+Z (V,,..., VZ/zk+2), where U0 and U2k+l (VO and 
V,,, 1) contain 9j vertices, Ui (vi) for i = 1, . . . ,2k contain 3j vertices each, and 
UZk + 2 = {u} (V,, + 2 = {v} ). The vertices are connected as follows: For i = 1, . . . ,2k we 
have G(Ui,Vi)=Ksj,3j. For odd i=1,3,...,2k-1 we have G(Ui,K+1)=K3j,3j- 
~-FACTOR, and G(Ui+I, vi) = KS, 3j - 3-EDGES. FOIY odd i = 3,5, . . . ,2k - 1 we have 
G(Ui, vi_ r)=K~j,3j, and G(Ui_ 1, K)=K~j,aj- j-FACTOR + J-EDGES. (See Fig. 1.) For 
i=2 , . . . ,2k - 1, the vertices in Ui and I$ are not adjacent to any other vertices, and 
thus their degree is 9j- 3. We connect the 3j vertices in U, (V,,) to the 9j vertices in 
v, (U,lc+ 1) with (3j)* edges such that we add degree 3j to each vertex in U1 (V,,) and 
each vertex in V, (UZk + 1 ) has degree j. We connect the 3j vertices in VI (U,,) to the 9j 
vertices in U, ( Vzk + 1 ) with (3j)2 -(9j- 3) edges as follows. First we add a set S of (3j)’ 
edges such that each vertex in VI (U,,) has additional degree 3j and each vertex in 
U0 (V2!x+1 ) has degree j. Next we delete 9j-3 edges from S chosen to satisfy the 
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Fig. 1. Graph G with k=2 and n=30j+l. 
following two conditions: (i) the 9j - 3 edges cover 9j- 3 vertices in 17, (V,,, I ), and (ii) 
the 9j-3 edges together with the ~-EDGES deleted from G(U,, VI) (G(U,,, VZk+r)) 
cover each vertex in VI (U,,) three times, i.e. the deletion of the 9j- 3 edges from S and 
~-EDGES from G(U2, VI) (G(U,,, V2k+l)) reduces the degree of every vertex in VI (U,,) 
by three. The resulting degree of the vertices in VI, VI, UZk and V,, is 9j-3 and the 
degree of the vertices in VO and Uzk+ 1 is j. From condition (i) above, there are 9j-3 
vertices in U, (V,, + 1 ) that have degree j- 1 and 3 vertices having degree j. Connect 
these 9j-3 vertices to VE V2k+2 (u~U~~+~), making the degree of these 9j-3 vertices in 
U,, ( Vzk + I ) j, and the degree of u and v 9j- 3. To complete the construction, connect 
the vertices in U,, to VO and UZk + 1 to Vzk + 1 with 9j(8j - 3) edges so that they each have 
total degree 9j-3. The theorem follows because the almost perfect matchings where 
u and v are unmatched, and where the vertices in each Ui match exclusively with the 
vertices in vi, have minimum augmenting paths of the required length. q 
Proposition 5.4. Let G = (U, V, E) be a bipartite graph with 1 U I= 1 V/ = n. Suppose that 
for every MEAN_ 1 there is an augmenting path to a perfect matching of length at most 
21-l. Then, Idn_lI/I&nI<n’. 
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Proof. Let ME&~ and M/E_&‘,,_ i be such that there is an augmenting path of length 
2k-1 from M’ to M. Any such M’ is uniquely defined by M, the k edges of 
M contained in the augmenting path and the order of the k edges in the path, and thus 
there are at most (i)k! matchings M’ in An-1 with an augmenting path of length 
2k- 1 to M. Thus, there are at most CL,,(i)k!<n’ matchings in ~&“-i with an 
augmenting path to a perfect matching of length at most 2/- 1. 0 
Proposition 5.5. Let G = (U, V, E) be a bipartite graph with I U ( = 1 V( = n and 1 E) = m. 
The largest factor of G can be found in time O(nm log n log log n). 
Proof. Construct the bipartite graph G’ with bipartitions Uu {t} and Vu(s), and 
edge set E u {s} x U u {t} x V. We make G’ into a network with source s, sink t, and edge 
capacity 1 for every edge in E and capacity f for every other edge. It is straightforward 
to verify that the network on G’ has a maximum flow of fn if and only if G has factor 
size at least f: But maximum network flow for an input graph with 2n vertices, m edges 
and maximum capacity f can be solved in O(nmlog(n/m&~+2)), [l], which is 
O(nm log log n) for the above network since f< n. Using binary search on f, the result 
follows. q 
Definition 5.6. Let G = (U, V, E) be a bipartite graph, 1 U( = 1 VI = n, and 1 <f 6 g <n 
any two integers. An (f,g)-factor of G is a subgraph of G such that for every vertex 
DE V, f< deg(v) 9 g, where deg(v) is the degree of v in the subgraph. 
Let Y:I;,,] be the set of bipartite graphs on 2n vertices that have an (f,g)-factor. 
Theorem 5.7 generalizes Theorem 5.2 to the class of bipartite graphs that contain an 
(f; g)-factor (see Definition 5.6), and Theorem 5.8 is the analog of Theorem 5.3 for this 
class. The proofs of these theorems are similar in nature to the proofs of Theorems 5.2 
and 5.3 and can be found in [7]. 
For any bipartite graph G, determining whether G contains an (f, g)-factor can be 
done in polynomial time: G has an (f,g)-factor iff the network in the proof of 
Proposition 5.5 has a feasible flow when the capacity of the edges adjacent to the 
source and the sink have a lower bound off and an upper bound of g. This problem is 
reducible to finding a circulation in a network with lower and upper bounds on the 
capacities of the edges, and is solvable in polynomial time (see [16, pp. 139 and 
problem 9.13). 
Because the condition that a bipartite graph contain an (f, g)-factor can be verified 
in polynomial time, there is a polynomially computable upper bound on the running 
time of the simple algorithm based on finding the (f,g)-factor minimizing the 
function L(f, g, n) of Theorem 5.7. Furthermore this upper bound is polynomial for 
the class of graphs containing an (an, ctn+c)-factor, for some constants O<ad 1 
and ~30. 
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Theorem 5.7. Let G = (U, V, E), 1 U I= 1 VJ = n, b e a bipartite graph that contains an 
(f; g)-factor. Then, for every MEA’“_ 1 there is an augmenting path to a perfect matching 
of length at most 
L(f;g,n)=12.&+4.(g-f) 
n 2 (4 s+f 
Theorem 5.8. For any constant 0 < c( ~5 and for all sujiciently large values of n, there 
are values off and g for which there exist G~.2?tj,~~ that contain minimum augmenting 
paths of length at least M. L(f; g, n). 
6. Completeness results for the permanent problem 
One of the main implications of the preceding section is that, for any large factor 
class, there is a fully polynomial approximation algorithm for perfect matchings. This 
section is devoted to giving complementary completeness results to this implication. 
We prove four types of results for classes of bipartite graphs: (1) the exact counting 
problem is #P-complete; (2) the approximate counting problem is approximation 
complete for the permanent; (3) the ratio IAn_ 1 j/jA’j,1 is not polynomially bounded; 
(4) the ratio n!/lJ&l is not polynomially bounded. The first type of result is used to 
justify developing efficient approximation algorithms for classes of graphs, since it is 
unlikely that there is any fast algorithm for exact counting. The second type of result is 
used to pinpoint classes of graphs for which the approximation problem is as hard as 
the general problem (which is still an open problem!). The third type of result is used 
to identify classes of graphs for which the simple algorithm does not run in polynomial 
time. The fourth type of result is used to describe classes of graphs for which the naive 
algorithm does not run in polynomial time, thus justifying the development of 
a different approximation algorithm. In all cases considered below, a type (2) result 
implies a type (3) result and a type (3) result implies a type (4) result. 
Definition 6.1. Let V be a class of bipartite graphs. We say that 97 is approximation 
complete for the permanent if we can show that there is a fully polynomial approxima- 
tion algorithm B for all bipartite graphs given a fully polynomial approximation 
algorithm A for %7. On input bipartite graph G, B typically constructs a graph CM 
and runs A on input C. From the approximation of the number of perfect matchings 
in C produced by A, B produces an approximation of the number of perfect matchings 
in G. 
In this section we let IA(G)1 represent he number of perfect matchings in G. 
Theorem 6.2. (1) Exact counting of perfect matchings in 3-regular bipartite graphs is 
#P-complete. 
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approximation complete for the 
Proof. We prove (1) by reducing exact counting in general bipartite graphs (proved to 
be #P-complete by Valiant [22]) to counting in 3-regular bipartite graphs. (2) follows 
because the reduction is parsimonious. 
LetG=(U,V,E),IUJ=IT/I=n,JE(= m and without loss of generality no vertex has 
degree 0 or 1 in G (and thus m>, 2n). We first use a construction of Dahlhaus and 
Karpinski [9] to construct from G a graph G’=(X, Y, F), JX( = ( Yj =2m-n, with 
m + n vertices of degree 2 and m - 2n vertices of degree 3 in each bipartition such that 
there is a l-l correspondence between perfect matchings in G’ and perfect matchings 
in G. G’ is constructed as follows: 
For each UEU and u~l/ let &=(a; ,..., a&,,}, &={s’j ,..., s&,,_~} and 
B, = {b”, , . . . , b&,,}, T, = { ty, . . , t&“,- 1 }, where d(u), d(u) are the degrees of u and v in 
G. Let X=uUsU A,uU,,~T, and B=U,,VB,uUUEoSU. For each UEU (uEV) 
Fcontainstheedges(ay,sy)and(sS,ay+l)fori=l,...,d(u)-l((by,tY)and(tY,by+,) 
for i= 1, . . . , d(o)- 1). For each edge (u,u)~E, connect a vertex a;~& to a vertex 
bYElI, where a distinct a: (by) is chosen for each edge in E with endpoint u (II). 
(See Fig. 2.) 
From G’ we construct a 3-regular graph G” as follows. Let K be the graph 
constructed from KS, 3 by deleting some edge, and shown in Fig. 3. (K3, 3 is the 
complete bipartite graph with three vertices in each partition.) Let K 1, . . ., K, be 
p disjoint copies of K, and let u(Ki), v(K,) be the vertices of degree 2 in each Ki. (The 
value of p is appropriately chosen below.) Let the graph H have vertex set the union of 
the vertices in K1, . . . . K,, and edge set the union of the edges in K1, . . . . K, together 
with the edges (u(K,),u(K,+,)) i=l, . . ..p-1. Observe that H has two vertices of 
degree 2, and all other vertices are of degree 3. (See Fig. 3.) 
Let HI, ...,Hm+n be m + n disjoint copies of H, and let U(Hi)y U(Hi) be the vertices of 
degree2ineachHi.Letx, ,..., x,+,andy, ,..., y, + n be the vertices of degree 2 of G’ in 
Fig. 2. A vertex u and its neighbors in G, and the sets of vertices A. and S. and their neighbors in G’. 
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u(H) 
t1 
Fig. 3. Graph K and graph H when p=4. 
X and Y, respectively. The graph G” has vertex set the union of the vertices in G’ and 
H K,+,, 1, ...f and edge set the union of the edges in G’, HI, . . . , H,,,,, together with the 
edges (Xi, u(H,)) and (yi, V(Hi)) for i= 1, . . ..m+n. G” is bipartite. 
We make the following observations: (1) each Hi has 4P perfect matchings; (2) the 
graph Hi with the vertices U(Hi), U(Hi) deleted has only 2P perfect matchings; (3) for 
each i, every perfect matching of G” either contains both edges (Xi,U(Hi)) and 
(yi, U(Hi)) or neither edge. Partition the perfect matchings in G” as follows: let 9’ be 
the set of perfect matchings that, for all i, do not contain edges (xi, U(Hi)) or ( yi, U(Hi)); 
let S be the set of perfect matchings that, for some i, contains both edges (xi, U(Hi)) and 
( yi, V(Hi)). For every MEB, Mn E(G’) is a perfect matching in G’. Thus, from 
observation (l), 1 Ppl =4p@“+n) IJ&‘(G’)I. For every matching MEW, MnE(G’) is 
a matching that is not perfect in G’, and there is an Xi,yiE V(G’) such that 
(Xi,U(Hi)),(yi, U(Hi))EM. Thus, M defines a perfect matching on the subgraph 
Hi-U(Hi)-V(Hi), i.e. the graph Hi with the vertices u(H,),u(H,) deleted. There are 
at most 5m edges in G’ and, therefore, there are at most 25m matchings in G’. 
Thus, it follows from observation (2) that (91 <(4p(m+n)/2p). 2’“. But then 
4P~“+“~~~(G’)~,<~~(G”)/~4~(“‘“~J~(G’)~+4P(mfn~~25m-~, and thus for p=5m+2, 
IAf(G’)I =LU~(G”)l/14p(m+n)1. 0 
Remark. By suitably modifying the construction given in the proof of Theorem 6.2, it 
can be shown that Theorem 6.2 holds for any f-regular bipartite graph on 2N vertices 
with 3 d f< N”(’ +‘), for any E >O. The basic idea is to construct K from K,,, by 
deleting one edge, and proceed as before, choosing the values off and p appropriately. 
Lemma 6.3. Let G = (U, V, E) be a 3-regular bipartite graph with 1 U I= ) VJ = 1. For any 
m divisible by 3, we can construct an m-regular bipartite graph G’=( U’, V’, E’) with 
I U’/ = ( V’I = lm such that the ratio of the number of perfect matchings in G’ to perfect 
matchings in G is an easily computable function of m and 1. 
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Fig. 4. The vertex u and its neighbors in the 3-regular graph G, and the same vertices in the m-regular 
graph G’. 
Proof. For each UE U, let G, = (X,, Y,, E,) be an (m - 1)-regular bipartite graph with 
1X,(=( YuI=m. Let U’=Uu{ Y,: UEU} and v’=Vu{X,: UEU}. For all UEU let 
~7, L$, vu3 be the neighbors of u in G. The edges in G’ are, for all UE U, E,, an edge from 
u to each XEX,, an edge from each of the first m/3 vertices of Y, to v;, an edge from 
each of the next m/3 vertices of Y, to v; and an edge from each of the last m/3 vertices 
of Y, to I$. (See Fig. 4.) Let Dk be the number of perfect matchings in a (k - 1)-regular 
bipartite graph on 2k vertices (Dk is the number of derangements on k objects). It can 
be shown that each perfect matching A4 of G gives rise to [m/3 (D, + D, _ 1 )] ’ perfect 
matchings M’ in G’ such that if (u, V)EM then in M’ v is matched to some vertex in Y,. 
Moreover, it is easy to verify that all perfect matchings in G’ are of this form. 0 
Theorem 6.4. For any CY c 1: 
(1) Exact counting of perfect matchings in n1 --01 -regular bipartite graphs is #P- 
complete. 
(2) The class of n’-“-regular bipartite graphs is approximation complete for the 
permanent. 
Proof. Use Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.3. Setting m= lC1-@)” and n= lm yields 
m=nl-a. 0 
It is not hard to show that, for all a >O and for infinitely many n, there are 
n1 -a-regular bipartite graphs for which 1 iv& _ 1 I/ 1 M,, I> nc for all c > 0. 
Proposition 6.5. Let G be a bipartite graph on 2n vertices and G its complement. Let 
A$ be the matchings of size k in G and A%‘~, the matchings of size k in G. There is an 
algorithm that on inputs (J!jl, j = 0, . . . , It, computes I-R;tk 1, k = 0, . . , n, in polynomial time. 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward applic,ation of inclusion-exclusion. Let S be the 
set of n! perfect matchings in the complete bipartite graph on 2n vertices. For any 
bipartite graph G on 2n vertices, let 1, . . , m be an indexing of the edges in G. Define 
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the G-properties 9’c= (PI, . . . . P,,,} on S, where Pi holds for MES iff M contains the 
edge in G with index i. Let W,( Pi,, . . ., Pi,) be the number of elements in S that satisfy 
all of the G-properties Pi,, . . . , Pi,. Clearly, WG(Pi,, . . . , Pi,) =(n - k)! if the set of edges 
with indices i 1, . . . , ik is a k matching in G, and 0 otherwise. For all k=O, . . , n, let 
%(k)=Cil,...,i, wG(pi,, ...j Pi,) = (n - k)! ( A%‘~ 1. To prove the proposition, it suffices to 
show that for k = 0, . . . , n, W,(k) can be computed in polynomial time given the inputs 
WG(j), j= 0, . . . , n, where G is the complement of G. For all k= 0, . . . , II, let E,(k) 
(Ec( k)), be the number of elements in S that satisfy exactly k G-properties (k 
G-properties). By definition, 
U’c(k)=E&k)+( “t ‘)E,(k+ I)+( k;2)E,(k+2) 
+...+ 0 ; EG(n). 
Clearly, an analogous relation holds between WG (k) and Es (k), and from the principle 
of inclusion-exclusion, 
E,-(k)= WC(k)-( “:‘) Wc(k+l)+( ‘,‘) W,-(k+2) 
-...+(-1)“-k ; WC(n). 
0 
(**I 
Thus, given the inputs WG (k), k=O, . . . , II, from (**) we can efficiently compute EG (k), 
k = 0, . . . , n. However, observe that Eo( k) = i$(n - k), and therefore from (*) it follows 
that WG( k), k = 0, . . . , n, can also be efficiently computed. 0 
Theorem 6.6. For any constant f, the exact counting of perfect matchings in (n-f)- 
regular bipartite graphs on 2n vertices is #P-complete. 
Proof. Theorem 6.2 shows that the exact counting of perfect matchings in f-regular 
bipartite graphs is #P-complete. From Proposition 6.5, computing the number of 
perfect matchings of f-regular bipartite graphs on 2n vertices is reducible to comput- 
ing the number of k-matchings of the complement (n-_/)-regular bipartite graph 
G=(U, V, E), for k= 1, . . . . n. We show that for k = 1, . . , n and f constant, computing 
the number of k matchings of any (n-f)-regular bipartite graph G on 2n vertices, 
1 d&(G) 1, is reducible to computing the number of perfect matchings of (N -j)-regular 
bipartite graphs on 2N vertices, where NEn°C1’. 
Let H = (X, Y, F) be a (m -f)-regular bipartite graph on 2m vertices. We define the 
join, G + H, of G and H, where (U u V)n(X u Y) =8, as the bipartite graph with 
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bipartitions UuX, Vu Y and edge set EuFu((x,y): XEU, y~Y)u((x,y): XEX, 
ye V}. Note that the join G + H is (n + m -f)-regular. It is straightforward to show 
that 
min (m, n) 
I~n+m(G+WI= c I~“-~(G)I.I~~-~(~)I.(k!)2. 
k=O 
We show that we can construct n + 1 bipartite graphs Hi, i = 0, . . . , n that satisfy the 
following properties: (1) for i = 0, . . , n, Hi is (fi-f)-regular on 2fi vertices; (2) for all 
i=O, . . . . n, f and k =O, . . ., fi, 1 ~k(Hi)l can be computed in time polynomial in n. 
Suppose for i=O, . . . , n we can compute IJ&+,,(G + Hi)I, i.e. the number of perfect 
matchings in G + Hi. Then, for each i, (*) gives us a linear equation in n + 1 variables 
) J&(G) 1, k = 0, . . , n, with easily computable coefficients. From n + 1 linearly indepen- 
dent such equations (it can be easily checked that the equations we get are 
linearly independent) we can solve for the n+ 1 variables, and from Proposition 6.5 
this yields a way to count the number of perfect matchings in the original f-regular 
graph. 
Let ai be the bipartite graph on 2fi vertices constructed from the disjoint union of 
i-copies zf K,,,. The graphs Ho, . . . , H, are defined as the complement of the graphs 
Ho, . . . , H,,. Ho, . . . , H, are (fi -f )-regular on 2fi vertices as required. From Proposi- 
tion 6.5, for all i=O, . . , n, a polynomial time computation of I&$(fij)l, for all 
k = 0, . . . , fi implies a polynomial time computation of ) _,41k(H,)J, for all k = 0, . . . , fi. Let 
F( k, i) = ) J&k( &)I. Since Ho is the empty graph, we define F(0, 0) = 1 and for all k 2 1, 
F(k,O)=O. Then,F(k,i)=Cjzo , J. mi”‘fvk)(f)2 ‘tF(k-j,i-1). Thus, F(k,i) can be computed 
in time polynomial in k and i using dynamic programming. 0 
The reduction of Theorem 6.6 is rather indirect and does not show in any way 
that for constant f a fully polynomial approximation algorithm for (n-f)-regular 
bipartite graphs implies a fully polynomial approximation algorithm for the perma- 
nent. In fact, the following naive algorithm is a fully polynomial approximation 
algorithm for this class of bipartite graphs. 
Definition 6.7. The naive algorithm for approximating the number of perfect match- 
ings in a graph G is the (c,6)-approximation algorithm that generates uniformly at 
random perfect matchings of K,, n and estimates the fraction of these perfect matchings 
that are also perfect matchings of G. 
A matrix is called doubly stochastic if it is nonnegative and all its row sums and 
column sums are 1. If A is a doubly stochastic n x n matrix, then the proof of the 
van der Waerden conjecture [lo] asserts that the permanent of A is at least n!/n”. 
Proposition 6.8. Let GE_Y$“. Then 
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Proof. Follows from the proof of the van der Waerden conjecture on the permanent 
of doubly stochastic matrices. 0 
From Proposition 2.2, the naive algorithm runs in time polynomial in l/s,log l/5 
and n!/l A$ /. Thus, from Proposition 6.8, for any constant c > 0, the naive algorithm is 
a fully polynomial (e, 6)-approximation algorithm on inputs from the class of graphs 
un=l ,..,, 30 =C&gn. This is in contrast to Theorem 6.6 which shows that exact 
counting of perfect matchings in these graphs is #P-complete. 
The following is a corollary of Theorem 6.6. This corollary shows that the simple 
algorithm is a fully polynomial (E,c~)-approximation algorithm for classes of graphs 
for which the exact counting problem is hard. 
Corollary 6.9. For tl = l/i for any fixed integer i3 1, exact counting of perfect match- 
ings in cc(N - 3)-regular bipartite graphs on 2N vertices is #P-complete. (Thus, exact 
counting for LZLI is #P-complete.) 
Proof. Let G be an (n-3)-regular bipartite graph on 2n vertices. Let G’ be the disjoint 
union of G and i- 1 copies of Kn_3,n_3. G’ is (n-3)-regular on 2(i(n-3)+3) vertices, 
and (A(G’)I=(A(G)I.(n-3)!‘-‘. Letting N=i(n-3)+3 yields the reduction. 0 
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